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Abwehran Executive

The executive branch of the Abwehran Star Empire is comprised to two co-dependent forces: the Imperial
Family and the Imperial Cabinet.

Imperial Family

The Imperial Family is the main force of the Imperial Government with the Empress holding Presidential
Powers in the Empire and the Emperor holding the powers of a Commander-in-Chief of the Abwehran
Armed Forces (AAF). The only other civilians to hold power in these matters is the Imperial Cabinet.

As the one who holds Presidential Powers, the Empress is able to sign bills into law as well as veto any bill
she deems unfit to pass. The Emperor has the power to command the Abwehran Armed Forces and make
them move against forces that pose an imminent threat. However, both the Imperial Parliament and the
Imperial High Court act as a balance between the power of the Empress and her Emperor.

Empress Bertina Rosenthal
Emperor Eckert Rosenthal I

Heiress Prime Johanna Rosenthal

Imperial Cabinet

Acting both as advisers and as departmental managers, the Imperial Cabinet has no true power behind
them and are normally appointed by the Parliament and approved by the Empress. A Minister must be
appointed and approved each time the majority of Parliament has shifted in order to facilitate change
and cooperation. The Empress has the right to deny appointees for any reason, but this often doesn't
happen due to the need for collaboration between the branches.

Minister of State Gerhard Stoffleth
She is responsible for foreign/domestic policies and Imperial

ceremonies. This position holds a high amount of political
significance in the Imperial Government.

Minister of the
Military abwehran_military

The Civilian Head of the Military after the Emperor. He is
responsible for political/financial decisions in the Abwehran
Armed Forces and often holds more political than military

experience.
Minister of

Finance abwehran_finance The chief of the Imperial Tresury, she is responsible for
advising the Empress on the Imperial Budget.

Minister of the
Interior abwehran_interior He is responsible for the management and protection of the

natural resources and historical sites of the Empire.
Minister of
Agriculture abwehran_agriculture She is responisble for subsidizing Abwehran farmers and the

managment of Imperial food/drug regulations.
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Minister of
Nobility abwehran_nobility

Due to the House of Lords being comprised of hereditary
land-owners that keep their positions until passing it to their
kin (or death), the Imperial Government decided a ministry

based upon keeping tabs on them was necessary. The
Minister of Nobility is the chief of this internal affairs

organization.
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